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Play <clever name>

Other stuff
Welcome to the Translation Chain Game!

How to Play

Singleplayer

Multiplayer
Here's your challenge:
Can you get from ship to sun using a chain of translations/synonyms?
ship -> sun
Enter your translation/synonym:

Or select a language to view all the translations the PanLex database has of ship:

Submit Translation  Give Up
Here's your challenge:

Can you get from ship to sun using a chain of translations/synonyms?

ship -> sun

Enter your translation/synonym:

Or select a language to view all the translations the PanLex database has of ship:

select a language

afr-000 Afrikaans
ahk-000 Akha
...
eng-000 English
...

Submit Translation  Give Up
Here's your challenge:

Can you get from *ship* to *sun* using a chain of translations/synonyms?

- ship -> sun

Enter your translation/synonym:

Or select a language to view all the translations the PanLex database has of *ship*:

- eng
  - English

- aboard
  - aircraft
  - airplane
  - aisle
  - barge
  - barge into
  - boat
  - bring
  - broadcast

  ...

- fly

  ...

[Submit Translation] [Give Up]
Better luck next time!

Thank you for playing.

- Play Again
- Try Multiplayer
- Exit
Congratulations!

You found a translation chain from ship to sun.

ship ==> sun

ship ==> fly ==> fire ==> sun

Thank you for playing.

[Play Again]
[Try Multiplayer]
[Exit]
Here's your challenge:

Can you get from ship to sun using a chain of translations/synonyms?
    ship -> sun
Enter your translation/synonym:

Or select a language to view all the translations the PanLex database has of ship:

Select a language:

Enter email to receive updates (optional):

Submit Translation    Give Up
Here's your challenge:

Can you get from *ship* to *sun* using a chain of translations/synonyms?

*ship* -> *sun*

Enter your translation/synonym:

Or select a language to view all the translations the PanLex database has of *ship*:

[select a language]

- afr-000 Afrikaans
- ahk-000 Akha
- ...
- eng-000 English
- ...

Enter email to receive updates (optional):

Submit Translation  Give Up
Here's your challenge:
Can you get from ship to sun using a chain of translations/synonyms?

  ship -> sun

Enter your translation/synonym:

Or select a language to view all the translations the PanLex database has of ship:

eng-000 English

aboard aircraft airplane aisle barge barge into
boat bring broadcast ...

...
fly
...

Enter email to receive updates (optional):

Submit Translation  Give Up
Congratulations!

You completed a translation chain from *ship* to *sun*.

```
ship ==> sun
ship ==> fly ==> fire ==> sun
```

Thank you for playing.

[Play Again]

[Try Singleplayer]

[Exit]
Thank you for playing!

You will receive an email when another player reaches the target word. The email will reveal the starting word as well as the whole translation chain.

- Play Again
- Try Singleplayer
- Exit
Better luck next time!

Thank you for playing.

- Play Again
- Try Singleplayer
- Exit